ENGERGIZER®
Batteries & Lighting Products

ENERGIZER® RECHARGEABLE NICKEL METAL HYDRIDE BATTERIES

The best value choice when you’re using high drain devices or gadgets you use more than once a week. •4x longer lasting in digital cameras versus ordinary alkaline batteries •Hundreds of charges for power today and tomorrow – and the day after that •Best used in: digital cameras, MP3 players, CD players, two-way radios, remote control cars, handheld games, photo and GPS equipment

ENERGIZER®/EVEREADY™ SCREW & SPRING TERMINAL BATTERIES

EPX76BPZ  Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
EL1CR2BPZ Pack of (1) 3V lithium battery
EL2CR5BPZ Pack of (1) 6V lithium battery
EL223APBP Pack of (2) 3V lithium batteries
EL123APBP  Pack of (2) 3V lithium batteries
E90BP2 Pack of (2) 1.5V alkaline batteries “N”
A76BPZ  Pack of (1) 6V alkaline battery
A23BPZ  Pack of (1) 12V alkaline battery
2L76BP  Pack of (1) 3V lithium battery
732  Bulk 12V carbon/zinc battery

ENERGIZER® REPLACEMENT BULBS

•Case quantity: 10

Part No. Description
KPR102BP2 Pack of 2 Krypton Bulb
PR2 Min. screw for 2 x AAA cell
PR3 Min. screw for 3 x D cell flashlight, 2.4V, .50A
PR4 Min. screw for 2 x AA cell flashlight, 2.3V, .27A
PR13 Min. screw for 6V lantern, 4.8V, .50A
222 Min. screw for 2 x AAA cell flashlight, 2.3V, .25A
KPR113BP2 Bayonet for 6 x AA cell flashlight, 4.8V, .75A

ENERGIZER® WATCH/ELECTRONIC BATTERIES

Part No. Description
316BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
357BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
362BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
364BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
371BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
379BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
389BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
395BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
392BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
397BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
398BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery
EVE/2085/2086; LIG/3200

ENERGIZER® MISCELLANEOUS BATTERIES

Part No. Description
T32 Bulk 12V carbon/zinc battery
2L76BP  Pack of (1) 3V lithium battery
A2BPZ  Pack of (1) 12V alkaline battery
A34BPZ  Pack of (1) 6V alkaline battery
A76BPZ  Pack of (1) 1.5V alkaline battery
A76BPZ-2 Pack of (2) 1.5V alkaline batteries “N”
E90BPZ Pack of (1) 6V lithium battery
EL123APBP Pack of (1) 1.5V lithium battery
EL123APBZ Pack of (2) 1.5V lithium batteries
EL223APBP Pack of (1) 6V lithium battery
EL2CR5BPZ Pack of (1) 6V lithium battery
EL1CR2BPZ Pack of (1) 3V lithium battery
EPX76BPZ Pack of (1) 1.5V silver oxide battery

ENERGIZER® RAPID AA/AAA CHARGER

•Charges all Energizer Recharge® AA or AAA batteries in 1 hour or less •Easy-to-read battery power gauge indicates amount of charge, and can test the charge of a single battery •Charge in your car with the included car adaptor or at home with the AC wall adaptor •Ensures a full battery charge and bad battery detection •Individual charging channels, can charge 1-4 NiMH batteries at a time •Comes with 4 “AA” NiMH rechargeable batteries.

Part No. CH1HRWB-4.

ENERGIZER® VALUE CHARGER

Super safe – will only begin charging when lid is closed. LED indicator, Auto shut off. Charges up to (4) “AA”, (4) “AAA”, (4) “C”, (4) “D” or (2) 9V NiMH rechargeable batteries.

Part No. CHFCV.

Rapid AAA/AA Charger

EVE/2085/2086; LIG/3200

UNIVERSAL CHARGER

Charges up to (8) “AA”, (8) “AAA”, (4) “C”, (4) “D”, or (1) 9-volt NiMH rechargeable batteries •Different size batteries can be charged simultaneously - a versatile time-saver for a busy household with many types of devices •Power up fast! Just 3 hours to charge (4) “AA” batteries •Easy-to-read LCD screen indicates charging status •Auto shut-off when batteries are fully charged, protects against overcharging damage

Part No. CHFCV.

NEW

Highlighted numbers are new.